COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY March 12, 2016

LAB TOURS

ECS Computing Services Lab
RVR 2011 Advanced Workstation Open Lab

Civil Engineering
RVR 1001 Structures Lab
SCL 1125 Concrete Lab
SCL 1224 Hydraulics Lab

Computer Engineering
RVR 2005 Communications Lab
RVR 3005 Digital Circuits Lab
RVR 3009 Architecture Lab
RVR 3017 Circuits and Electronics Lab

Computer Science
RVR 5029 Graphics & Games Lab

Construction Management
Redwood Room, Univ. Union  CM Presentations / Event

Electrical and Electronic Engineering and Computer Engineering
SCL 1102 Power Lab

Mechanical Engineering
SCL 1329 Student Machine Shop
SCL 1357 Wind Tunnel